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Revised Hazard Communication Standard 

• May 26, 2012 - Updates to the Hazard 
Communication Standard (HCS) became final 

• Majority of revisions involved OSHA adopting the 
Globally Harmonized Standard for Classification 
of Chemicals (GHS) 

• Most significant changes to 2012 HCS for 
grain/feed industries are how combustible dust is 
addressed and distribution of safety data sheets 
and labels 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In March 2012, OSHA revised its hazard communication standard to align it with the third edition of the United Nations’ GHS.The GHS was developed by the United Nations Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS)The GHS is a system for standardizing and harmonizing the classification and labeling of chemicals at a global level. It is a logical and comprehensive approach to: Defining health, physical and environmental hazards of chemicals; Creating classification processes that use available data on chemicals for comparison with the defined hazard criteria; and Communicating hazard information, as well as protective measures, on labels and Safety Data Sheets (SDS).Designed to address inconsistent protection for those potentially exposed to the chemicals and extensive regulatory burdens on companies producing chemicals. For example, in the United States (U.S.) there are requirements for classification and labeling of chemicals for the Consumer Product Safety Commission, the Department of Transportation, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.There are already some countries that have adopted GHS, including those in the European Union, the United Kingdom, and China, so we’re already seeing the new labels and new data sheets being used,”



Phase-in Dates for HCS 2012 
Effective    

Completion Date Requirement(s) Who 

December 1, 2013  Train employees on the new label elements and 
safety data sheet (SDS) format Employers 

 

• June 1, 2015 
 
 
• December 1, 2015 

 

• Compliance with all modified provisions of 
this final rule, except:  
 

 

• The Distributor shall not ship containers 
labeled by the chemical manufacturer or 
importer unless it is a GHS label 

Chemical 
manufacturers, 

importers, 
distributors and 

employers 

June 1, 2016 

Update alternative workplace labeling and 
hazard communication program as necessary, 
and provide additional employee training for 
newly identified physical or health hazards 

Employers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employees need to know how to use the new documentation; however, employers are not required to maintain two sets of labels and safety data sheets for compliance purposes. The 2013 training thus does NOT include a requirement to re-train on all hazardsThe training is to ensure that employees understand the new label and SDS approachUntil the new standard takes effect in 2015, labels and safety data sheets adhering to either the current standards or the new standards will be considered acceptable. 



OSHA Enforcement  

• On Feb. 9, 2015, OSHA issued a memorandum to its Regional 
Administrators outlining how OSHA enforcement personnel will 
enforce the HCS for chemical manufacturers, importers, and 
distributors who may have difficulty complying with the June 1, 
2015, regulatory deadline by establishing a 6 month extension on 
future compliance. 
 

• On July 9, OSHA issued its updated HCS compliance directive for 
their inspectors that specifically stated "operators" of grain 
elevators meet the definition of a chemical manufacturer. 
 

• As of Dec. 1, the six-month compliance extension period outlined 
in the Feb. 9 memo is expired and compliance to the new 
standard's labeling and SDS provisions are required.   
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xLsOOT4eQ4P8Qm5h-Z40oMMQ8Refw3VP55VZWYHYLjSrXD0LFcvTbanPFerNKdbu2Izf0m86H2cS0DYUmEM10Hn15zUTH0T9msP-DizbaXqUU54W6FaC4y_wjHUQy6cRIMyVTLw2NPnOrqLDtXjjUGIhBygoDYKFiHiKP16QRMrH3Y7yN5htdheMrZVwL1xpZtLtvc1akrMv_zpOU9KAwwIbtu81knQhZTs--gDKRyI=&c=0IWw8JSw47iaUidA8XIYahxDv78nI8vuEmsNJVm9Wqaa8KwkBZsqWQ==&ch=vbVZBFJnuzo-9iZuuwEE9mTMp4IGXwNtPKd8-LzTswbVICClnOQO9w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xLsOOT4eQ4P8Qm5h-Z40oMMQ8Refw3VP55VZWYHYLjSrXD0LFcvTbanPFerNKdbuVrQoR1jgEtNhMEfgOggiFj-QMHpnnwOtTUWF5-xB6_H0Oaq1yUuXboqkx3s3AUMJFWpWAj2qRqki9OxcCwYRY9bgG57824KpB4mGv_grNlPybveMKsHCG-Sv4-joq3bT1E5KjpPAcz8L10DD4incAIIe8S7Xlrkr&c=0IWw8JSw47iaUidA8XIYahxDv78nI8vuEmsNJVm9Wqaa8KwkBZsqWQ==&ch=vbVZBFJnuzo-9iZuuwEE9mTMp4IGXwNtPKd8-LzTswbVICClnOQO9w==


2012 HCS: What’s Changed  
• Hazard classification: Chemical manufacturers and importers 

are required to classify the hazards associated with chemicals  
• Hazard classification under the revised standard provides specific 

criteria to address health and physical hazards, as well as classification 
of chemical mixtures 

• Labels: Chemical manufacturers and importers must provide 
labels that include signal words, pictograms, hazard 
statements, and precautionary statements for each hazard 
class and category 

• Safety Data Sheets: The new format includes 16 specific 
sections 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The three major areas of change are in hazard classification, labels, and safety data sheets.



• Identification of Preparation 
and the Supplier 

• Composition 
• Hazard Identification 
• First Aid Measures 
• Fire Fighting Measures  
• Accidental Release Measures 
• Handling and Storage 
• Exposure Controls/Personal 

Protection 
 

 

Revised Safety Data Sheet  

• Physical and Chemical 
Properties 

• Stability and Reactivity 
• Toxicological Information 
• Ecological Information 
• Disposal Considerations 
• Transport Information 
• Regulatory Information 
• Other Relevant Information 

 
 

 



• Combustible dust is expressly classified as a “hazardous 
chemical”  
• Classification means new SDS’s and labels for manufacturers, 

distributors and importers.  Based on final rule, grain handling, 
feed/pet food, processing and milling facilities are considered 
manufacturers and distributors of an explosive hazard if the 
product handled/distributed is combustible 

• Food/feed products, such as grain and feed/pet food, are 
subject to FDA labeling requirements and, therefore, 
exempt from OSHA HSC labeling requirements  
• New standard does not change longstanding food exemption 

 

New Combustible Dust Requirements  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSHA has not provided a definition for combustible dust to the final HCS given ongoing activities in the specific rulemaking, as well as in the United Nations Sub-Committee of Experts on the GHS (UN/SCEGHS). However, guidance is being provided through existing documents, including the Combustible Dust National Emphasis Program Directive CPL 03-00-008, which includes an operative definition, as well as provides information about current responsibilities in this area. In addition, there are a number of voluntary industry consensus standards (particularly those of the NFPA) that address combustible dust.��In the final HCS, combustible dust hazards must be addressed on labels and SDSs. Label elements are provided for combustible dust in the final HCS and include the signal word "warning" and the hazard statement "May form combustible dust concentrations in the air".�Combustible dust has been added to the definition for hazardous chemical, and thus all of the provisions of the standard as amended by the final rule that apply to hazardous chemicals will also apply to combustible dusts, including safety data sheets and worker training. Employers with workplaces where combustible dusts are generated must comply with the workplace labeling requirements in paragraph (f)(6).Based on these new requirements, the NGFA worked with the American Feed Industry Association (AFIA), Corn Refiners Association (CRA) and the North American Millers Association (NAMA) to complete an industry guidance document and generic Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for both grain and feed in order to help our member companies prepare to comply with the recently updated Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) hazard communicationstandard (HCS) requirement, which takes effect June 1. 



Labeling of Whole Grain  

• Whole grains (e.g.. corn, wheat and soybeans) are also subject 
to labeling requirements of the FFDCA and are therefore, 
exempt from the HCS labeling requirements 

• HCS also states whole grain is required to be labeled since 
when processed produces combustible dust 

• Individual companies should make their own determination 
on whether or not to provide such label with the SDS to a 
downstream user 



Frequently Asked Questions 



Combustible Dust – SDS Compliance Point 

Q 1:  Who develops the initial Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for combustible 
dust in the grain, feed, pet food supply chain?  

 The first point where compliance is mandated – The commercial 
storage operation or grain processing operation i.e. chemical 
manufacturer which first receives the product, and not the farm 
handling the grain  

• EXCEPT… If a farm maintains a grain handling operation and stores and 
sells grain grown on other farms – then the grain handling operation 
would not be exempt from OSHA enforcement. 

• OSHA Guidance on Small Farms (July 2014) – A farm with 10 or fewer 
employees storing and selling its own grain is exempt from OSHA 
enforcement 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is another part of the answer to this question as well.  And that is, WHILE the grain storage or processing operation is TYPICALLY the 1st party to develop the SDS for combustible dust, CERTAIN farms may face this requirement as well!  OSHA has steered clear inspecting or enforcing against small farms in general – and the agency under pressure, CLARIFIED its position on small farms last July.  What that memo means – which was entirely independent from the HCS – what it means, is that if you are a farm that has a grain handling operation and you store and sell grain that is grown on OTHER farms, you do not enjoy the small farm exemption.  FOR PURPOSES of HCS, you would be required to develop an initial SDS for combustible dust.



OSHA HCS Labeling and the FDA Exemption  

Q 2: Does OSHA require labels under the HCS for grain, 
feed and pet food products? 

No, OSHA’s “FDA labeling exemption” provisions apply. 

• If a product is “subject to labeling” under FDA 
requirements, it is NOT required to be OSHA labeled 
under the HCS 

• Exemption applies to complete feeds, pet food, 
supplements, grains, protein sources, premixes, 
additives, etc. 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about labeling. It’s been a hot topic and a source of confusion for some. The question that came to us is “does OSHA require labels for feed and grain products under the rule?”  OSHA has been very clear with the wording of the so called “FDA exemption” or, technically, the “limited labeling’ provision in the rule since 1994 – and it hasn’t changed.  OSHA has reiterated this in a letter to AFIA some years back, and OSHA has reconfirmed this in our recent meetings. The language of the rule is VERY specific – a product is EXEMPTED from OSHA HazCom labeling only if it is QUOTE “subject to labeling” under FDA (or AAFCO) requirements.  You can see we have several exemptions listed here. If there are more questions today on specific products, my colleague Dr. Henry Turlington from AFIA is here with us today to help provide some further clarity on FDA labeling as well.



FDA Labeling Exemption – HCS Reference   

OSHA Hazard Communication Standard – 29 CFR 1910.1200(b)(5): 

The FDA Exemption applies to… 

“Any food, food additive, color additive, drug, or medical or 
veterinary device or product, including materials intended for use 
as ingredients in such products (e.g., flavors and fragrances), as 
such terms are defined in the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C 301 et seq.) or the Virus-Serum-Toxin Act of 1913 (21 
U.S.C. 151 et seq.), and regulations issued under those Acts, when 
they are subject to the labeling requirements under those Acts by 
either the Food and Drug Administration or the Department of 
Agriculture.” 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the actual language on labeling taken from the HazCom rule itself.  The exemption applies to a range of substances, including materials intended for use as ingredients in food and other products, when they are – again – SUBJECT TO LABELING REQUIREMENTS under FDA and USDA.Dried Distillers Grains… insert example



Responsibility to Develop a SDS  

Q 3:  Who determines if the use or sale of a company’s product 
requires a Safety Data Sheet for customers?   

 OSHA does not make this determination 
 If you produce, distribute or import a product, you are the 

responsible party under the Hazard Communication Standard 
• Evaluate and classify chemical hazards associated with grain, feed, 

pet food, ingredients, etc. 
• Areas to Look for Potential Hazards: 
 Combustible Dust 
 Ingredients, additives, etc. 

 If either a “Chemical” or a resulting “Mixture” is determined to be 
hazardous – You are required to create and provide your “downstream 
users” with a SDS 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question 4 is: Who determines if the use of sale of a company’s product requires a Safety Data Sheet for its customers?It’s important to note that OSHA does NOT make this determination.  In the language of the rule, if you produce, distribute or import a product, you are a responsible party under the rule.  You have to make a determination on whether your product may pose a hazard in the workplace.  We’ve already talked about the 2 main sources to consider.  AND, if you determine that either a single chemical, or a mixture made up of several ingredients, is hazardous (under normal conditions of use or a foreseeable emergency), you must develop and transmit an SDS to your customer or downstream user…



Frequency for Sending a SDS 

Q 4: How often do I need to provide a SDS to a 
downstream user or customer?  

Initial Shipment – A SDS only needs to be provided 
with the first shipment of a product to a customer 

Revised SDS – A revised SDS needs to be provided if 
any changes to a specific product being shipped 
require changes to the SDS 

 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question 5: How often must a supplier SEND an SDS to a customer? The answer is only with the initial shipment of the product.  If your SDS is ever revised, then that new SDS must be sent to the customer.



Vitamins  
Trace Minerals 

Additives  

Q 5: Are feed and pet food manufacturers required to develop a single 
SDS for a product that is a mixture?  

 Yes, multiple SDS’s are no longer allowed under the new standard. 

• No stapling – Don’t staple together multiple SDS’s for a mixture distributed  
as a product – one SDS must be prepared for the mixture as a whole 

• Preparation – SDS information from suppliers can be used to prepare a 
single SDS that would then be provided to customers 

 Premix Blenders2 

Receive, Develop 
& Send SDS to 

Customer 

Manufacturers3 

Receive, Develop 
& Send SDS to 

Customer 

Suppliers1 

Develop & Send 
SDS to Customer 

SDS’s and Mixtures 

Premixes  
Blended 

Ingredients 

Final Mixture 

   SDS    SDS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question 6:  Are feed manufacturers required to develop a single SDS for a product containing a mixture? The answer is YES.  Unlike the old standard, you can no longer staple together multiple SDSs for a mixture.



SDS’s for Farm and Dealer/Retail Sales 

Q 6: Does a Feed/Pet Food Manufacturer need to provide a SDS for 
bulk and/or bag products it produces and ships to a farm or 
product dealer? 

 Yes, if a SDS is required for the product. 

• MANUFACTURER’S  DETERMINATION – Manufacturer must 
determine whether the product contains chemicals that are 
hazardous according to OSHA criteria 

• SDS Sent with Initial Shipment Only 

 

 

 

Dealer 
Receive SDS with initial delivery Manufacturer 

Receive SDS, Develop SDS & 
Send SDS to Customers Poultry/Livestock Producer      

or Consumer 
Receive SDS with initial delivery 

 SDS   SDS  Poultry/Livestock 
Producer or Consumer 
SDS is Available from 
Dealer Upon Request 

(retail sales) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q 7:	Does a Feed Manufacturer need to provide an SDS for bulk feeds it produces and ships to a farm or feed dealer?We’ll talk a little more about what a generic SDS means in a moment.



“Generic” SDS for Similar Products 

Q 7:  Can a “generic” SDS be used for feed/pet food products? 
 

 Yes, OSHA has clarified that a generic SDS can be used for 
multiple products that are “mixtures.” 
 

• Applicability – Applies to both bulk and bagged products 
• How it Works – One SDS can be used for similar mixtures - if 

the chemical ingredients are essentially the same but their 
composition varies from mixture to mixture 

• Guidance – Generic SDS’s for grain and feed products are 
available from several sources, including NGFA’s industry 
guidance (see Appendices) 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question 9:  Can a “generic” SDS be used for bulk and bagged feed products?OSHA has clarified that a generic SDS can be used for multiple feed products – and it applies to both bulk and bagged feed .How it Works – One SDS can be used for many similar mixtures - if the chemical ingredients are essentially the same but their composition varies from mixture to mixture



EPA Requirements  

Q 8: Do I still need to be in compliance with EPA reporting requirements for 
MSDS’s under Section 311/312 of the Emergency Planning and Community 
Right to Know Act? 

 OSHA does not have authority over environmental issues in EPA’s 
jurisdiction 

• MSDS Needs to be Updated by EPA – The Emergency Planning & 
Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA) currently references “Material 
Safety Data Sheets” for reporting 

• FDA Exemption – For chemicals meeting the FDA exemption under 
EPCRA 311(e)(1), a facility is NOT required to report under EPCRA 
311/312 

• Outlook – Monitoring EPA activity for likely revisions in the future 
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OSHA  Revised                                                          
Hazard Communication Guidance Document  

• Comprehensive 50-page document  
• http://www.ngfa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012-

GHS-Guidance-Document-FINAL.pdf  
 

http://www.ngfa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012-GHS-Guidance-Document-FINAL.pdf
http://www.ngfa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012-GHS-Guidance-Document-FINAL.pdf


OSHA  Revised                                                                    
Hazard Communication Standard  

 
National Grain and Feed Association 

1250 I Street, N.W. 
Suite 1003 

Washington, DC 20005 
 

Jess McCcluer 
jmccluer@ngfa.org 
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